Cop Shop | 2015

Success Story

Background
The Regina Police Service, in partnership with the Cornwall Centre, provided 20 young
people involved with TRiP an opportunity to take part in a unique event called
CopShop. The Cornwall Centre donated a $200 Cornwall Centre Gift Card to each
participating child, and members of the Regina Police Service accompanied them as
they shop for items of their choice, including clothes, shoes and games.
CopShop provided these 20 young people the ability to experience Christmas in a way
that many hadn’t. It also gave the RPS members an opportunity to interact with these
youth in a meaningful and impacting way.
The event took place on Wednesday, December 9, 2015. It included transportation to
and from the shopping centre, lunch and a snack, a visit with Santa, and a one-hour,
$200 Christmas shopping spree. Members of TRiP selected the young people based on
positive strides and achievements that they have been working towards.
Impact

“I have no doubt we have positively
impacted the lives of the children
involved and once again the Service was
placed in a positive light. Thank-you!”
Troy Hagen, Chief of Police

more coverage @:
http://leaderpost.com/news/local-news/regina-students-earn-shopping-spree-through-copshop-program
http://regina.ctvnews.ca/video?playlistId=1.2694126

Please pass along our message
of sincere thanks and gratitude
to your Team Members who
participated in today’s inaugural
Cornwall Centre Cop Shop.
I am so happy that I was there at
the end of the day to see the
reactions of both children and
RPS members and to feel the
relationships that were formed
through this program. The
transformation I witnessed from
feelings of apprehension and
cautious communication at the
beginning of the day transformed
somehow into a spirit of fun,
friendship and appreciation at
the end of the day! It definitely
had a very positive impact on the
children, but also touched our
hearts to see relationships form
over such a short period of time.
So neat ….. so cool!
Kudos to your Team! Definitely
warmed the spirit of the festive
season!!!!!
Doug Kozak
General Manager
Cornwall Centre Inc. | 20 VIC
Management Inc.
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